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ABSTRACT
This work proposes a holistic method for highway traffic
video classification based on vehicle crowd properties. The
method classifies the traffic congestion into three classes:
light, medium and heavy. This is done by usage of average
crowd density and crowd speed. Firstly, the crowd den-
sity is estimated by background subtraction and the crowd
speed is performed by pyramidal Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
(KLT) tracker algorithm. The features classification with
neural networks show 94.50% of accuracy on experimental
results from 254 highway traffic videos of UCSD data set.
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1 Introduction

Intelligent vision systems for urban traffic surveillance
have been adopted more frequently. As can be seen in [3],
[27] and [14], there are several works related to the traffic
video analysis. The traditional approaches are based on de-
tection and counting of individual vehicles. Basically each
vehicle is segmented and tracked [3], and its motion trajec-
tory is analyzed to estimate traffic flow [13], vehicle speed
[22] and parked vehicles [1]. Some authors also perform
vehicle classification using blob dimension [7], 3D models
[2], shape and texture features [20]. However, most of the
existing work commonly fails on crowded situations (e.g.
traffic congestion) due to the large occlusion of moving ob-
jects [11]. Basically, in traditional approaches the traffic is
classified by the number of detected vehicles in the scene,
but in very crowded scenes the blobs of two or more ve-
hicles may overlap causing error on the vehicle counting.
Therefore, the accuracy of traditional methods tends to de-
crease as the density of moving objects (e.g. people or ve-
hicles) increases [30, 11]. Alternative methods for dealing
with this problem gave rise to a new field of study called
crowd analysis.

Crowd behavior analysis of moving objects is an im-
portant research field in computer vision. As described in
[11], there are two approaches to perform behavioral anal-
ysis of crowded scenes. Object-based approaches try to
infer crowd behavior by analyzing individual elements of
the scene [11]. A typical example is the tracking of some

particular individuals to analyze the group behavior. On
the other hand, “holistic” approaches evaluate the crowd as
an individual entity [11]. Holistic approaches try to obtain
global information, such as crowd flows, and skip local in-
formation (e.g. single vehicle against the flow) [11, 24].
Some holistic properties can be extracted from crowds be-
havior analysis like crowd density, speed, localization and
direction [25, 30, 24]. It is often hard to track particular ob-
jects in crowded scene, so the holistic approaches is more
suitable [30, 11]. Some related works that apply holistic
methods for traffic and pedestrian behavior analysis can
be found in [21, 4, 25, 16, 24, 5]. In [21], the authors
have classified traffic videos in five classes (empty, open
flow, mild congestion, heavy congestion and stopped) using
Gaussian Mixture Hidden Markov Models (GM-HMM)
trained from features extracted of MPEG data (DCT coef-
ficients and motion vectors). In [4], Chan and Vasconcelos
propose to model traffic flow as dynamic texture, defined as
an autoregressive stochastic process, which encode the spa-
cial and temporal components into two probability distri-
butions. In [25], the authors model crowd events based on
crowd movements and it directions to estimate normal and
abnormal behaviors. In [16], the authors use the histogram
of optical flow vectors to detect anomalies in the urban
traffic flow. In [24], the authors model crowd events (e.g.
merging, splitting and collision) based on crowd tracking
and density based clustering using optical flow motion vec-
tors. Recently, [5] suggests a Spatiotemporal Orientation
Analysis to classify traffic flow patterns. The authors have
shown that classification is based on matching distributions
of space-time orientation structure and demonstrated im-
proved results of Chan and Vasconcelos [4] approach.

This paper proposes a method to classify traffic pat-
terns based on holistic approach (see Figure 1). The
method classifies the traffic into three classes (light,
medium or heavy congestion) by usage of average crowd
density and speed of vehicle crowd. The heavy congestion
is represented by a high crowd density and low (or zero)
crowd speed. Otherwise, when crowd density is low and
crowd speed is high, the system consider that the traffic has
light congestion. In intermediate situations, the traffic is
classified as medium congestion. In the next sections, pro-
cedures to estimate the crowd density and speed of vehicles
based on crowd segmentation and tracking are introduced.
Also, the method of feature extraction and classification
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Figure 1: Proposed system. From left to right: input video, background subtraction process (top) and feature points extraction
(down), crowd segmentation (top) and crowd tracking (down), estimation of crowd density (top) and crowd speed (down),
construction of feature vector with crowd density average and crowd speed average, and traffic congestion classification in
three classes: light (green), medium (yellow) and heavy (red).

Table 1: Average performance of BGS algorithms in five categories of ChangeDetection.net data set.

Method Avg.
Precision

Avg.
Recall

Avg.
Specficity

Avg.
FPR

Avg.
FNR

Avg.
PWC

Avg.
F-Measure

Avg.
Ranking

Adaptive SOM [18] 0.676 0.461 0.991 0.009 0.539 3.507 0.531 0.959
Choquet Integral [6] 0.598 0.458 0.983 0.017 0.542 4.647 0.470 1.102
Fuzzy SOM [19] 0.604 0.533 0.974 0.026 0.467 4.519 0.549 1.096
Multi-Layer [28] 0.696 0.736 0.984 0.016 0.264 2.821 0.678 0.885
PBAS [9] 0.692 0.512 0.989 0.011 0.488 3.889 0.521 1.015

used in this work are described. Finally, in the last section,
the experimental results are shown as well as conclusions.

In this paper the same data set of [5] and [4] are be-
ing used, to allow comparing the results of the proposed
approach with those two previous works.

2 Crowd Segmentation

Crowd density can be estimated from background sub-
traction [12], optical flow [8] and fourier analysis [10].
In the present work, we estimate the vehicle crowd den-
sity by background subtraction process. Firstly, five re-
cently background subtraction methods with ChangeDe-
tection.net video database are evaluated (described later).
The BGS method with highest score is used to perform
the crowd density estimation. In sections that follows, the
background subtraction evaluation step and the process of
how to estimate the crowd density are shown.

2.1 Background Subtraction Evaluation

To perform background subtraction (BGS), five recent
methods have been evaluated with Changedetection.net
video database 1. This data set contains 31 real-world
videos totalling over 80.000 frames of indoor and outdoor
scenes separated into six categories which include diverse

1http://www.changedetection.net/

motion and change detection challenges (e.g. light varia-
tions, shadows, camera jitter and others). Here three videos
of each category have selected (giving priority to traffic
scenes). All BGS methods have been set with default pa-
rameters defined in each work. As can be seen in Table 1,
the Multi-Layer method proposed by Yao and Odobez [28]
had the best score (Avg. Ranking) (highligted in yellow
– the cells in red represent the best scores for each met-
ric). Therefore, the Multi-Layer method is used to perform
the crowd segmentation. Figure 3 shows the crowd seg-
mentation over highway traffic videos using UCSD video
database (described later). The data set provides hand-
labeled traffic patterns (light, medium and heavy conges-
tion) for each video.

2.2 Crowd Density Estimation

The crowd density step is performed after the background
subtraction process. In very crowded scenes, like conges-
tion, many vehicles can be stationary for a long time. The
method has to build an appropriate background model and
analyze what can (or cannot) be included in the background
model during update. Light variations, shadows, camera
jitter and dynamic background are also big challenges.

The crowd density is determined by counting the
number of pixels in foreground mask obtained by Multi-
Layer BGS. This procedure is performed for each video
frame. At first, a region of interest (ROI) is set manually to
prevent or at least minimize the presence of external unre-



Figure 2: ROI defined over the area with most activity.

Figure 3: Sample frames of Multi-Layer segmentation in
three traffic patterns. The videos have been obtained from
UCSD highway traffic data set. The data set provides hand-
labeled traffic patterns (light, medium and heavy conges-
tion) for each video.

lated objects to be considered in motion segmentation and
density estimation (see Figure 2). In [4] and [5] the authors
have used 48x48 path windows centered in the region with
higher motion. However, these windows are very small to
perform density estimation. In this work, the windows were
resized to 190x140 for better results. Figure 4 shows the
crowd density variation over three videos of UCSD data
set with distinct traffic patterns (light, medium and heavy
congestion). The traffic crowd density is estimated by the
average of density variation in each video. In case of video
streaming or a lengthy video, the density estimation can be
determined by blocks of N frames. For each block, the
system predicts the crowd density.

3 Crowd Tracking

In crowded scenes, traditional object-based tracking fails
because of the larger degree of occlusion. The crowd track-
ing focus on the motion of small elements whose struc-
ture changes continuously over time. Basically, the crowd
tracking is the process by which the speed, direction and
location of crowd in video sequence can be estimated.

To perform the crowd tracking, the traditional KLT
(Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi) tracker method was chosen. The
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Figure 4: Crowd density variation in three videos with dis-
tinct traffic patterns.

KLT is a combination of feature extraction method of [26]
and optical flow method originally proposed by [17] and
later improved by [29] with pyramidal approach. The
advantage of pyramidal implementation is the robustness
against big movements and the motion detection with dif-
ferent speeds [24]. Many authors [25, 8] use KLT to com-
pute flow vectors of motion field. The main motivation for
choosing the KLT tracker is it fast performance that allows
us to get real-time results [25, 24]. Rather than detect-
ing and tracking a specific object, only feature points are
tracked. As reported by Shi and Tomasi [26], only the best
feature points (that have a strong texture) are selected for
tracking.

Basically, us crowd tracking consists of two steps.
Firstly, given two consecutive frames (see Figure 5(a)(b)),
a certain amount of feature points is extracted from first
frame (Figure 5(c)) and stored in memory. In the next
step, the stored feature points are tracked on consecutive
frame (Figure 5(d)). Some feature points can be lost in
tracking (object has entered/left the scene). In this case, if
the number of feature points is lower than threshold Tfp,
the algorithm extract new feature points in the next frame.
Here, Tfp = 50. The displacement of a particular feature
point over some frames represent the crowd motion vector.
However, many motion vectors may be zero length because
some feature points are stationary along frames, or may be
too short in the presence of noise, dynamic background or
tiny movement of crowd. To reduce this problem on crowd
speed estimation, the motion vectors with length smaller
than threshold Tmv are filtered out (Figure 5(e)). In this
work, the threshold is set to Tmv = 3.

3.1 Speed Estimation of Vehicle Crowd

To estimate the speed, the average displacement of feature
points along all frames is calculated. In the case of video
streaming or lengthy videos, the speed estimation can be
determined by blocks of N frames. For each block, the
system predicts the crowd speed. Figure 6 shows the crowd
speed variation over three videos of UCSD data set with
distinct traffic patterns (light, medium and heavy conges-
tion).



(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 5: Example of feature points tracking. Given two
consecutive frames (a), one extracts a certain amount of
feature points in first frame (b) and seek for the matching
points in the second frame (c). The filtered out points are
shown in (d).

4 Feature Vector Construction

To train the classifier for predict the traffic congestion, first
a feature vector is built by:

~fi = (ρ̄i, v̄i)

where ~fi is the feature vector of i-th processed video, ρ̄i
the average crowd density of i-th video and v̄i the average
speed of vehicle crowd in i-th video. All features vector are
combined in one train vector ~F by:

~F = [~f1, ..., ~fn]T

where n is the number of processed videos. Figure 7 shows
the 2-dimensional feature space of extracted features from
three videos with distinct traffic patterns. As one might
expected, for heavy congestion one has low speed average
and high density, whereas for light congestion, one has high
speed with low density. In the next section, the experimen-
tal evaluation of the proposed approach is presented.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, the results obtained with the proposed ap-
proach are shown. Firstly, the data set is described, and
then the classification results.

5.1 UCSD highway traffic data set

The UCSD data set2 contains 254 videos of daytime high-
way traffic in Seattle [4]. All videos are recorded from a

2http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/traffic/
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Figure 6: Crowd speed variation in three videos with dis-
tinct traffic patterns.

single stationary camera totalling 20 minutes. The data set
includes a diversity of traffic patterns likes light, medium
and heavy congestion with variety of weather conditions
(e.g. clear, raining and overcast). Each video has 42-52
frames with 320x240 resolution recorded at 10 frames per
second (fps). The data set also provides a hand-labeled
ground truth that describes each video sequence. Table 2
shows a summary of UCSD dataset.

Table 2: UCSD highway traffic data set summary.

Traffic
congestion Description Number

of videos
Light Low number of vehicles.

Vehicles at high speed or
maximum speed allowed.

......165

Medium Average number of vehi-
cles. Vehicles at reduced
speed.

.......45

Heavy Large amount of vehicles.
Vehicles at low speeds or
stop and go.

.......44

5.2 Highway traffic video classification

To perform the traffic congestion classification, in the first
place all extracted features have been normalized between
[0,...,1] by:

x′ =
x−min

max−min
where x is the original feature value, x′ is the normalized
value, min and max the minimum and maximum value
from feature set. Figure 8 shows the normalized features
extracted from UCSD data set.
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Figure 7: Features extracted from three videos with distinct
traffic patterns.

Table 3: kNN evaluation in four test trials varying the num-
ber of K nearest neighbor.

K1 T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg
1 92.10 92.20 89.10 90.50 90.975
2 92.10 93.80 90.60 87.30 90.950
3 93.70 93.80 90.60 88.90 91.750
4 93.70 92.20 90.60 87.30 90.950
5 93.70 90.60 90.60 88.90 90.950
6 92.10 92.20 90.60 87.30 90.550
7 93.70 92.20 89.10 88.90 90.975
8 93.70 93.80 89.10 88.90 91.375
9 93.70 92.20 92.20 88.90 91.750

10 93.70 95.30 93.80 88.90 92.925
1 Number of neighbors

The same training and testing methodology of [4] and
[5] is adopted here. The experiment evaluation consists of
four trials (T1,...,T4), where in each trial the data set was
split with 75% for training and cross-validation and 25%
for testing.

Feature classification is evaluated using four classi-
fiers (kNN, Naive Bayes, SVM and ANN). In the next sec-
tions, the results obtained for each classifier are shown.

5.2.1 K-Nearest Neighbor

Basically, training data is stored in memory and then, in the
prediction step, the algorithm tries to determine the element
class by K nearest neighbor (kNN). This property makes a
fast training step and slow prediction, because the decision
is based on analysis of all elements of the training set.

kNN with Euclidean distance was used and the num-
ber of kNN neighbors was evaluated empirically varying
the range in K = [1, ..., 10]. Table 3 shows the perfor-
mance of kNN classifier in four testing trials. The cells
highlighted in red represent the best score of the classifier.
For K � 10 the classifier does not achieve the best results.
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Figure 8: Normalized features extracted from UCSD traffic
videos.

Table 4: NBC evaluation in four test trials.

DM1 T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg
GAUSSIAN 92.10 93.80 93.80 92.10 92.950
1 Distribution model

5.2.2 Naive Bayes Classifier

The Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC) is a statistical and su-
pervised learning classifier based on Bayes Theorem. The
denomination “naive” means that the attributes are all con-
ditionally independent (given an event, the information is
not informative about any other event).

In this work, the NBC assumes a gaussian distribu-
tion. Table 4 shows the accuracy of NBC.

5.2.3 Support Vector Machine

The Support Vector Machines (SVMs) proposed by Vap-
nik are statistical machine learning algorithms commonly
used for classification and regression problems in pattern
recognition field. Basically, the SVM is a linear machine,
but SVMs can efficiently perform non-linear classification
using kernel functions mapping their inputs into higher-
dimensional feature space.

Here, the following kernels are selected: linear, poly-
nomial, radial basis and sigmoid. The parameters of each
kernel function have been adjusted automatically by 3-fold
and 10-fold cross-validation on training sets. As can be
seen in Table 5, the SVM has the best score with sigmoid
kernel and 3-fold cross-validation.

5.2.4 Multi-Layer Perceptrons

To perform the classification with neural networks, the
feed-forward MLP network was chosen. With hidden lay-
ers, the MLP networks are able to solve non-linearly sepa-
rable data.

The MLP network was configured as follows: a) the
input layer has two neurons (one for crowd density and and
the other to crowd speed); b) the hidden layer evaluation



Table 5: SVM evaluation in four test trials varying the size
of k-fold and kernel type.

k1 Kernel T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg

10

LINEAR 88.90 90.60 89.10 87.30 88.975
RBF 88.90 89.10 87.50 88.90 88.600

POLY 95.20 75.00 90.60 87.30 87.025
SIGMOID 93.70 90.60 92.20 90.50 91.750

3

LINEAR 88.90 87.50 89.10 87.30 88.200
RBF 77.80 95.30 87.50 76.20 84.200

POLY 73.00 79.00 84.40 87.30 80.925
SIGMOID 93.70 93.80 92.20 92.10 92.950

1 Size of k fold

Table 6: MLP evaluation in four test trials varying the train-
ing algorithm (TA), activation function (AF) and number of
hidden neurons (HN).

TA AF HN T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg

R
PR

O
P

SI
G

2 95.20 95.30 93.80 87.30 92.900
3 95.20 90.60 93.80 87.30 91.725
4 95.20 95.30 93.80 93.70 94.500
5 93.70 95.30 92.20 88.90 92.525

G
A

U

2 92.10 87.50 92.20 88.90 90.175
3 96.80 93.80 93.80 88.90 93.325
4 82.50 95.30 81.30 90.50 87.400
5 93.70 92.20 93.80 85.70 91.350

B
PR

O
P

SI
G

2 96.80 95.30 93.80 85.70 92.900
3 96.80 89.10 93.80 87.30 91.750
4 90.50 93.80 92.20 87.30 90.950
5 95.20 90.60 92.20 90.50 92.125

G
A

U

2 82.50 81.30 81.30 82.50 81.900
3 92.10 84.40 95.30 85.70 89.375
4 93.70 89.10 90.60 87.30 90.175
5 88.90 90.60 90.60 93.70 90.950

are made with 2-5 neurons; c) the output layer contains
three neurons, one for each traffic patterns (light, medium
and heavy). All neurons use the same activation functions.
Sigmoid function (SIG) f(x) = β(1 − ε−αx)/(1 + ε−αx)
and gaussian function (GAU) f(x) = βε−αx∗x are selected
with standard parameters α = 1 and β = 1. Two train-
ing algorithms are chosen, the tradicional gradient descent
backpropagation (BPROP) [15] and resilient backpropaga-
tion (RPROP) [23].

In Table 6, the MLP network accuracy for each con-
figuration is listed. The best score was achieved with four
hidden neurons, sigmoid activation function and RPROP
training algorithm.

6 Discussion

The experimental results have shown that the MLP network
has the best accuracy (94.5%). Table 7 describes the confu-
sion matrix of MLP network. The most critical situation of
misclassification occurs between medium and heavy traffic
patterns. This can be seen in Figure 8: several points that
represent these two traffic patterns are fairly close. Figure
9 shows sample frames of misclassification videos. The ro-
bustness of background subtraction, feature extraction and
tracking algorithms are main factors to get the best results,
but given the nature of the traffic conditions the boundary

Table 7: Cumulative confusion matrix of the proposed sys-
tem using MLP network with best configuration.

Predicted

R
ef

er
en

ce Traffic patterns Light Medium Heavy
Light(165) 162 3 0

Medium(45) 1 38 6
Heavy(44) 0 4 40

Table 8: Cumulative confusion matrix of Chan and Vascon-
celos [4].

Predicted

R
ef

er
en

ce Traffic patterns Light Medium Heavy
Light(165) 164 1 0

Medium(45) 2 39 4
Heavy(44) 0 7 37

Table 9: Cumulative confusion matrix of Derpanis and
Wildes [5].

Predicted

R
ef

er
en

ce Traffic patterns Light Medium Heavy
Light(165) 163 1 1

Medium(45) 1 40 4
Heavy(44) 1 4 39

between patterns are uncertain. The correct choice of clas-
sifier and its parameters are also a decisive factor.

In Chan and Vasconcelos [4], the authors have had
94.5% of accuracy (see Table 8) using SVM classifier, and
later, Derpanis and Wildes [5] have achieved an accuracy
of 95.3% (see Table 9) with kNN classifier. The present
proposal has achieved 94.5% of accuracy using MLP arti-
ficial neural networks. Here, a combination of robust back-
ground subtraction method with optical flow tracking is
carried out to perform traffic classification. However, al-
though using a different approach, results compatible with
previous works were reached.

All experiments are performed on a computer running
Intel Core i5-2410m processor. On UCSD data, the pro-
posed system requires∼30ms/frame for BGS and tracking.

Conclusions

This paper has presented a system for traffic congestion
classification based on crowd density and crowd speed of
vehicles. The present approach is based on crowd seg-
mentation and tracking using robust background subtrac-
tion method and traditional pyramidal KLT feature tracker.
Experimental evaluation on real world data set shows that
the proposed system achieves compatible results of similar
previous work even when using a different approach.

In previous works [4, 5], the authors have described
that only dynamical information is insufficient to distin-
guish empty-traffic from stopped-traffic (both stationary)
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Figure 9: Sample frames of misclassification results. Red cells (a) show frames of medium traffic videos misclassified as heavy
traffic. Blue cells (b) show frames of heavy traffic videos misclassified as medium traffic. Green cells (c) show frames of light
videos misclassified as medium traffic. Yellow cell (d) shows medium traffic video misclassified as light traffic.

since the pixel dynamics are similar. Derpanis and Wildes
[5] suggests that one possible solution is to incorporate spa-
tial appearance information of background scene to dis-
tinguish the presence (or absence) of vehicles. In the
present work, the BGS method includes both spatial ap-
pearance and dynamical information to build a background
model, but the problem of distinguishing empty-traffic
from stopped-traffic (both stationary) still remains a chal-
lenge since: a) to initialize the background model it is nec-
essary that traffic is not stopped, otherwise the background
model will include stopped vehicles; and b) even having
a reasonable background model, the BGS method needs
updating with a certain learning rate. If the vehicles are
stopped for a lengthy period, the BGS method may include
stopped vehicles in the background model. However, the
problem of empty-traffic and stopped-traffic is not com-
pletely solved here. Another possible solution for future
work research may be the development of a crowd detector
that uses only spatial appearance to segment the vehicle’s
crowd.
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